Super Alp! 7, the (sustainable) journey across the Alps

The 7th SuperAlp gets underway on 4 July 2013, a crossing dedicated to the Alpine Convention and to sustainable means of transport in the mountains. Simonetta Radice is among the journalists and travellers and, from Chamonix to Domodossola, she will talk to planetmountain.com about the territory of these high lands and their visions for the future.

I don’t like driving. To be honest, broadly speaking, I don’t like to be fast at all, I am definitely a low-speed person. I like the slow, rattling noise of a train or an ascent with a bike on a hill, gaining my destination one inch after another. I love to remember a kind of never-ending travel on Greek bus, years ago. After having arrived in a small village, the driver took every elderly woman home on the bus, even with some reckless manoeuvres. But more than anything else, I love walking, feeling the ground under my feet, step by step, listening to the sweet noise of the autumn leaves and even suffering the hardness of a stony ground.

This long foreword just to tell you that I am going to be part of a project held by the Alpine Convention and completely focused on sustainable mobility in the mountains: SuperAlp. Together with a number of journalists from all over the world, I will start my travel in Lausanne on July 4th, heading to Chamonix, Cogne, Champorcher, St Rhemy en Bosses, Ulrichen to finally finish in Domodossola. We will travel only with the existing public transport: trains, buses, cable-cars, bicylces and for sure… our feet! SuperAlp will therefore be a way to experience and provide viability to a different, environment-friendly kind of tourism, with an eye to the best practices the various local administrations have put in place.

So, travelling through the Alps. Here we are with some figures: 14 million people live in the Alpine regions, 6 million vehicles travel along alpine roads, 130 million tons of goods go through the alpine passes. And what springs to mind when we say the word “Alps”? Which are the real challenges? Will the Alps be able to offer a new model for a sustainable and alternative development, while our consumer society seems to be more and more vulnerable? People say that a travel starts much before the departure and ends much later. I don’t like driving. To be honest, broadly speaking, I don’t like to be fast at all, I am definitely a low-speed person. I like the slow, rattling noise of a train or an ascent with a bike on a hill, gaining my destination one inch after another. I love to remember a kind of never-ending travel on Greek bus, years ago. After having arrived in a small village, the driver took every elderly woman home on the bus, even with some reckless manoeuvres. But more than anything else, I love walking, feeling the ground under my feet, step by step, listening to the sweet noise of the autumn leaves and even suffering the hardness of a stony ground.

This long foreword just to tell you that I am going to be part of a project held by the Alpine Convention and completely focused on sustainable mobility in the mountains: SuperAlp. Together with a number of journalists from all over the world, I will start my travel in Lausanne on July 4th, heading to Chamonix, Cogne, Champorcher, St Rhemy en Bosses, Ulrichen to finally finish in Domodossola. We will travel only with the existing public transport: trains, buses, cable-cars, bicylces and for sure… our feet! SuperAlp will therefore be a way to experience and provide viability to a different, environment-friendly kind of tourism, with an eye to the best practices the various local administrations have put in place.

So, travelling through the Alps. Here we are with some figures: 14 million people live in the Alpine regions, 6 million vehicles travel along alpine roads, 130 million tons of goods go through the alpine passes. And what springs to mind when we say the word “Alps”? Which are the real challenges? Will the Alps be able to offer a new model for a sustainable and alternative development, while our consumer society seems to be more and more vulnerable? People say that a travel starts much before the departure and ends much later. I am certain it will be the same for me.

Simonetta Radice

Info: www.alpconv.org
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Technical fleece top in Polartec Power Dry.
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**Planetmountain.com**

19,952 people like Planetmountain.com.
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- Letture al Top
- Narrativa
- Guide
- Special PM
- Snow Safety
- High Tech
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**FORUM**

- Talebani uccidono scalatori in Pakistan
- Circa le disgrazie sul GranZebre
- Medale - Cassin
- GRI-GRI 2, il migliore dispositivo in assoluto!
- Nuova Palestra a Nord Milano?
- Scavi e migliorie degli appigli di vie già esistenti.
- Sul Tsc e a Cima Mora, a caccia di zecche

---

**CLASSIFIEDS**

- Occhiale Ziel Xv.4
  Publié: 23/06/2013
- Montura Variant Jacket
  Publié: 23/06/2013
- Camera privata al mare, Cala Gonone
  Publié: 21/06/2013
- Lowa Civetta GTX Extreme Boots
  Publié: 19/06/2013
- Vendo Tenda 2 seconds XL air II Illuminum 2 posti
  Publié: 18/06/2013
- Zaino VAUDE SPLICK 38
  Publié: 17/06/2013
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**RECENT COMMENTS**

- Skotonata galatika
  Passati ormai quasi 20 anni dall'apertura della suddetta via... 2013-04-27 / Ivan Zanetti
- Gianduiotto by night
  non è una salita particolarmente meritevole, c'è un muro a... 2013-03-09 / giambattista giovanni
- Icterus
  ciao Armin, non lascio commenti per sentito dire, la via Ict... 2012-11-25 / toni zucc
- Spigolo del Velo
  La fama è all'altezza della via. veramente magnifica sotto ... 2012-11-13 / Renzo Bragantini
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